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The Down South Jazz Club, PO Box 346 Merimbula, NSW 2548
www.downsouthjazzclub.org.au
The Down South Jazz Club generally meets on the third
Thursday of each month at 7.30 pm at Club Sapphire, Merimbula.
Visitors are very welcome

THE ESCALATORS
Jenny Blunden – Vocals

Lachlan Mackenzie – Guitar
Bradley Parsons –Bass
Hayden Moore – Drums
Thursday 16 February 2017 at Club Sapphire, Merimbula
Admission: Members $15, Visitors $20.
Music starts at 7.30pm. Bistro opens 6.00pm.
For table bookings ring Aileen or Kevin Walsh on 64959853 or
email bookings@downsouthjazzclub.org.au

Thursday 16 February Gig
The Escalators featuring:
Jenny Blunden – Vocals
Lachlan Mackenzie – Guitar
Bradley Parsons –Bass
Hayden Moore – Drums

On Thursday 16 February at Club Sapphire, the Down South Jazz Club will
take pleasure in presenting swing and soul band The Escalators,
comprising vocalist Jenny Blunden, guitarist Lachlan Mackenzie, bassist
Bradley Parsons and drummer Hayden Moore. The Escalators’ stated
modus operandi is ‘to cross-pollinate great jazz standards with groovedriven genres, and to graft original compositions onto their swing, soul and
reggae roots.’

The band members have performed hundreds of shows together. This has
developed confidence in their ability to ‘hold listeners spell-bound in a
‘hear a pin drop’ house concert, or have the floorboards of a School of
Arts Hall heaving under the weight of unhinged dancing.’
Again quoting from the band’s promotional material – ‘The gorgeous tone
of Jenny Blunden’s voice embraces you & steals your heart while Lachlan
Mackenzie’s guitar weaves...through a rhythmic framework rich in
interplay between Bradley Parson’s upright bass & the drum kit captained
by Hayden Moore.’
The Escalators have released a number of recordings:
‘Felix’ (2014) comprised classic songs from the 1930s to the 1960s
‘infused with fresh flavours from all corners of their (the band’s)
record collection...’.. The success of ‘Felix’ resulted in an
invitation to perform at the 2015 Noosa Jazz Festival and led to the
opportunity to record at Byron Bay’s ‘Music Farm’ with Paul
Pilseniks.
‘From The Hip’ (2016) contained ‘five original songs that honour
swing, soul and reggae roots and continues the band’s tradition of
paying their respects with two very cool interpretations of jazz
standards.’ ‘From The Hip’ was recorded during a peak touring
period ‘with a ‘live in the studio’ philosophy, the result is a record
that breathes, feeling fresh and alive. You are ‘in the room’ with a
band sharpened by time on the road.’
In 2016, The Escalators toured South East NSW to ‘sold out shows in
theatres, art galleries, a converted boat-shed, School of Arts Halls, and a
surf shop’ before ‘heading to North Coast NSW and regional towns west of
the Dividing Range.’
‘With more grooves than a record store, The Escalators tip their fedoras to
the sophistication of Swing, the funk of New Orleans & the rhythmic pulse
of Jamaica.’
The Escalators offer something a little different from the Down South Jazz
Club’s normal fare. This promises an invigorating and exciting night –
definitely an event not to be missed!

Thursday 16 March Gig
The Janet Seidel Quartet featuring:

Chuck Morgan

Janet Seidel

David Seidel
Cyril Bevan

Janet, Chuck and David last performed
for the DSJC in September 2013 when
they played to an extremely appreciative
audience of 75 members and guests.

Based in Sydney, vocalist/pianist Janet Seidel is a seasoned live performer
with some 18 CDs to her name. All recorded in Australia, the CDs range
from easy listening to lounge, cabaret and jazz content.
Janet has been performing jazz oriented material and the Great American
Song Book in particular since her high school and university days in South
Australia in the 1970s.
Janet’s brother David worked as bassist and guitarist with a great variety of
local and world renowned artists in his own right before forming Janet’s
first trio along with Adelaide’s legendary drummer Billy Ross in the early
1980s and subsequently they have been fortunate to work with some great
Australian jazz musicians.
Janet’s first CDs, made in the early 1990s, feature some potent jazz content
from artists such as Tom Baker, Ian Date, Paul Williams, Bob Gebert,
Kevin Hunt, Col Nolan and more.
Chuck Morgan is one of Australia’s most in demand guitarists, working
with leading jazz musicians and acknowledged as a highly talented and
versatile musician.
Born in New Zealand of Maori/European descent, Chuck was for many
years guitarist with the Television New Zealand Orchestra and the
Auckland Radio Orchestra before moving to Sydney. He has played and
recorded with many international artists in New Zealand and Australia. The
long list includes William Galison, LA blues singer Margie Baker, Bob
Barnard, Don Burrows and many more.
Cyril Bevan was resident drummer at ‘The Top of the Town’ in the 1970s
in the days when musicians had residencies! Cyril augmented the Janet
Seidel Trio on their UK tour in May/July 2016 and played most of the
concert and festival dates.
Don’t miss The Janet Seidel Quartet on 16 March. We are looking forward
to an exciting night of easy listening and jazz at its best.
The bistro opens at 6.00pm. Music starts at 7.30pm. Admission is $15 for
members and $20 for visitors. For table bookings ring Aileen or Kevin
Walsh on 64959853 or email bookings@downsouthjazzclub.org.au

Reviews of Previous Gigs
The Jazz Pack with Des Camm (20 October 2016)
Review by Aileen and John Bolton
The Jazz Pack last performed for the DSJC in April 2015. David Lole has
since replaced Erol Richardson on the piano, but otherwise the line-up for
the October 2016 gig is unchanged.
We have come to rely on The Jazz Pack to present a lively and thoroughly
entertaining evening of jazz. This performance of The Jazz Pack once again
ticked all the boxes - The Jazz Pack is in great shape!

Guest trumpeter and vocalist from Melbourne Des Camm led David Lole
(piano), Bev Long (banjo), Bob Porter (reeds), John Cursley (drums) and
Robert Brooks (double bass) through a varied program of jazz standards.
Des Camm and Bob Porter, each clearly attuned to the other, played a
number of closely harmonised improvisations throughout the evening –
very impressive! These guys play with great sensitivity to the demands of
the music and to each other and they each explore the full range (and more)
of their instruments. They know how to thrill an audience!

As well as effectively being part of the rhythm section, Bev Long shared
some appealing duet passages with Bob Porter. Bev, a skilled banjo player,
also has an interest in tap dancing and usually (but not in this gig) delights
the audience with some hoofing. No doubt some of the audience would
have missed this usual added entertainment.
It was interesting to hear David Lole on the piano with the Jazz Pack.
David plays a jazz piano to good effect. He has settled into this established
group quite seamlessly and, as well as providing a reliable solid harmonic
backing to the group, he injected some interesting solo passages.
It was good to welcome
drummer John Cursley back
to the stage after a recent
illness.
John is a totally reliable
percussionist – and he has
arguably the straightest back
in the business!
Good to see you back in the
cockpit John.

Robert Brookes is possibly the
happiest double bass player in the
business. He just loves doing what he
does and he always does it so well.
Tonight was no exception. Robert’s
rhythm and his improvisations were a
delight to listen to.

The play list comprised:
Set 1: Smiles – by Lee S. Roberts – lyrics Jay Will Callahan, 1917,
The Tin Roof Blues – by the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, 1923
quickly became a jazz standard,
Anything Goes – music & lyrics by Cole Porter for the 1934
Broadway musical,
Mama Inez – music Eliseo Grenet, lyrics Louis Wolfe Gilbert,
1931,
I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do) – 1931 popular song by Fred E.
Ahlert, lyrics Roy Turt.
Set 2: Louisiana 1927 – by Randy Newman, tells the story of the Great
Mississippi Flood which left 700,000 people homeless,
I Love You Samantha – by Cole Porter, for the 1956 film ‘High
Society’, introduced by Bing Crosby,
When I Grow too Old to Dream – popular song by Sigmund
Romberg, lyrics Oscar Hammerstein, 1934, for the film ‘The Night
is Young’,
You Belong to Me – by Chilton Price, Pee Wee King & Redd
Stewart, 1952,
The Mahogany Hall Stomp – by Spencer Williams, performed by
Louis Armstrong,
Will the Circle be Unbroken? – a gospel tune by Charles H.
Gabriel, lyrics Ada R. Habershon, 1907.
Set 3: Girl of My Dreams – by Sunny Clapp, 1927
I’m Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover – by Harry M. Woods, lyrics
Mort Dixon, 1927,
Mood Indigo – a classic, composed by Duke Ellington and Barney
Bigard, lyrics by Irving Mills, 1930 (originally entitled ‘Dreamy
Blues’ and featured in many films),
Marie (the Dawn is Breaking) – by Irving Berlin, 1929,
The Gypsy – by Billie Reid, 1945,
The Bogalousa Strut (or The Bogalusa Strut) – by Sam Morgan,
1927. (there’s a great version on You Tube played by Guy Bonne),
The Panama – by William H. Tyers, 1912.
Des Camm and The Jazz Pack gave us a wonderful night’s entertainment.
We look forward to their return to Merimbula, hopefully next year.

John Morrison All Stars (17 November 2016)
Playing to a large and very enthusiastic audience, the John Morrison All
Stars featuring John Morrison (percussion), Jacki Cooper (vocals), Bob
Sedergreen (keyboard) and Stan Valacos (bass) demonstrated themselves
totally deserving of the All Stars title. Each one of them showed off
individual brilliance and collectively they gave us a sparkling and masterly
performance.

Bob Sedergreen

Bob Sedergreen evidenced an amazing intuitive ability to hold the quartet
together without prior practice or rehearsal, without music and in any key.
Bob’s wonderful and incredibly agile improvisations and his sensitivity to
the other performers in the group made a pivotal contribution to the success
of the evening.
Bassist Stan Valacos teamed particularly well with Bob Sedergreen despite
the two not having played together prior to this performance. The
Melbourne piano player with Sydney backing proved an effective
combination.
Stan Valacos performed for the DSJC in April 2016 with George
Washingmachine and more recently with the Jugalug String Band in
September. He has contributed significantly to the success of this year’s gig
program.

John Morrison

Jacki Cooper and a partial glimpse of Stan Valacos

Jacki Cooper sang for the DSJC in November 2015 while on tour with
George Golla. Jacki impressed us then with her easy, warm vocals and she
has done it again with the All Stars. Jacki is an engaging and thoroughly
professional performer. She enjoys an appealing relationship with her
audience and with the other musicians.
The first set commenced with George and Ira Gershwin’s Love Walked In
and continued with:
On the Sunny Side of the Street (J McHugh and Fields) with an
intro and ending by Jacki and Stan,
No More Blues [Chega de Saudade] by A J Jobim,
I’ve Got the World on a String (Koeler and H Arlen),
Gee Baby Ain’t I Good To You (D Redmon & Razaf),
Lover as originally written in ¾ time, (Rogers and Hart), and
Ain’t Misbehaving ( Fats Waller).
The second set comprised:
Alone Together (Dietz & Schartz), a swing version by the trio,
Old Devil Moon (Burton Lane, D Harburg), medium Latin with
vocal,
A swinging version of All of Me (by Simons and Marks),
The Nearness of You (by Hoagy Carmichael),
There Is No Greater Love (by Symes and Jones) – a fast version
with vocal and trio,
Alice In Wonderland (written by Farn and Hilliard in Waltz time)
and,
Hoagy Carmichael’s Georgia On My Mind.
The final set of the evening began with All Blue (by Miles Davis). This was
followed by,
Nature Boy with vocals, in Latin rhythm, by Eden Ahbez,
The Fats Waller/Andy Razaf composition Honeysuckle Rose,
Caravan – A hilarious feature by John Morrison showing his
expertise on all forms of sound and percussion, everything on the
drum kit to microphone stands, glasses and bottles,
Jacki featuring a version of Walk on the Wild Side (by Lou Reed),
Goin’ to Chicago in Boogie Blues style, and
What a Wonderful World (G D Weiss & Bob Thiele) a great 12/8
feel to finish the night’s performance.

John Morrison with a highly amused Margie Fullerton

In saying goodnight to the audience, Jacki & John congratulated the
D.S.J.C. on its longevity – 31 years (1985-2016) and counting....
The John Morrison All Stars gave us a wonderfully entertaining and
evening of jazz music and, of equal importance, they clearly enjoyed
themselves as well. Let’s hope for a return engagement in the not too
distant future.
For home listening I have enjoyed 2 CDs by Jacki Cooper with George
Golla – Tea For Two’ which they performed at the D.S.J.C in Nov 2015
and The Journey with John Morrison, George Golla, Tim Fisher (piano),
Karl Dunicliffe (bass), Jake Borden (tenor sax) and Jeff Clayton (alto sax).
A most enjoyable night!
[Review by Margie Fullerton]

Dorian Mode’s ‘Frank Sinatra in Film’ (15 December 2016)
Dorian Mode – Piano and vocals
Chris Komorowski – Guitar
Sam Martin – Bass
Ken Vatcher – Drums
Colleen Spillane – Guest vocalist

Ken Vatcher

Dorian Mode

Sam Martin

Dorian Mode’s last appearance for the DSJC was in May 2015 when he
brought his Unforgettable – Tribute to Nat King Cole to Merimbula with
bassist John Conley, guitarist Jim Pennell and guest vocalist Colleen
Spillane. That evening was very warmly received.
The night before Frank Sinatra in Film, Dorian, Chris, Sam and Colleen
performed at ‘The Wharf’ restaurant. We went, primarily to get a different
take on the performers in a non-jazz format. The gig had nothing to do with
Sinatra – it was a wild, dressed down and incredibly amplified night of

rock, blues, soul and country music. Dorian, looking a bit like an oversized
hobbit, was bare-footed on the Hammond Organ and Chris and Sam gave
their strings hell. Colleen was also energetic but made sure her voice would
be intact for the following evening.
Frank Sinatra in Film followed a similar format to last year’s gig – on the
basis that ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it!’ In complete contrast to the previous
night’s gig at Merimbula Wharf we were presented with an immaculately
attired and impeccably mannered group, clearly giving the occasion the
deference a DSJC gig was considered to be due.
Dorian gave us an amusing and fact-filled description of Sinatra’s film
career in the context of Sinatra’s musical journey and he played and sang
many of the songs from Sinatra’s films. Dorian deliberately made no
attempt to imitate Old Blue Eye’s voice, so we were treated to his own
musical, relaxed and very appealing voice. Several of the numbers were
sung as a duet with the well known and very popular local singer Colleen
Spillane. Being old friends, Colleen and Dorian have a strong empathy
when singing together that added to the audience’s enjoyment of the
occasion.

Colleen Spillane

The rhythm accompaniment and solos from Ken Vatcher, Chris
Komorowski and Sam Martin were a pleasure to listen to. Ken’s drumming
is, of course, legendary. Sam and Chris have not performed at a DSJC gig
previously but Chris has appeared at the Merimbula Jazz Festival and

would have been known to many in the audience. Both sensitive musicians,
they have clear mastery over their instruments and highly developed
capabilities for jazz improvisation. We would welcome their participation
in future DSJC gigs.

Sam Martin

Songs performed in the first set were:
Young at Heart – composed by Johnny Richards (originally an
instrumental number ‘Moonbeam’), lyrics by Carolyn Leigh,
became a popular ballad and a million-dollar hit in 1953, featured
in a film Frank Sinatra was acting in with Doris Day at the time,
which was given the same title,
Night and Day – by Cole Porter for 1932 musical play ‘The Gay
Divorce’, performed by Fred Astaire in the 1934 film version ‘The
Gay Divorcee’,
I Fall in Love Too Easily – composed by Jule Styne, lyrics by
Sammy Kahn, introduced by Frank Sinatra in the 1945 film
‘Anchors Aweigh’,
Time After Time – composed by Jule Styne, lyrics by Sammy Cahn
1946, introduced by Frank Sinatra in the film ‘It Happened in
Brooklyn’ with Kathryn Grayson,

Three Coins in a Fountain – composed by Jule Styne, lyrics by
Sammy Cahn, providing the title for the film, 1954,
Old Black Magic – composed by Harold Arlen, lyrics by Johnny
Mercer for the 1942 film ‘Star Spangled Rhythm’,
I’ve Got a Crush on You – composed by George and Ira Gershwin,
used in two different Broadway productions, ‘Treasure Girl’, 1928,
and ‘Strike Up the Band’, 1930,
All Of Me – by Ruth Etting, 1931, sung by Eddie Cantor with Ruth
Etting in the film ‘Roman Scandals’,
From Here to Eternity – by Fred Karger and Robert Wells, for the
film of that title, 1953,
One for my Baby, (and One More for the Road) – by Harold Arlen
and Johnny Mercer for the movie musical ‘The Sky’s the Limit’,
first performed by Fred Astaire, 1943, made popular by Frank
Sinatra, who also sang it in the film ‘Young at Heart’ in 1953.

Chris Komorowski

The second set comprised:
Just One of Those Things – by Cole Porter for the musical
‘Jubilee’, 1935, also featured in the film ‘Lullaby of Broadway’,

1951, and sung by Sinatra in the film ‘Young at Heart’, 1954, and
in ‘Can-Can’ 1960),
Someone to Watch Over Me – a ballad by George and Ira
Gershwin, written 1926 for the musical ‘Oh Kay’, introduced by
Gertrude Lawrence,
The Tender Trap – composed by Jimmy Van Heusen, lyrics by
Sammy Cahn for the film of that title, 1955, starring Debbie
Reynolds and Frank Sinatra,
All the Way – composed by Jimmy Van Heusen, lyrics by Sammy
Cahn, 1957, introduced in the film ‘The Joker is Wild’; (Sinatra
also sang Chicago in the movie),
If I Could Write a Book – composed by Richard Rodgers, lyrics by
Lorenz Hart for the 1940 Broadway musical ‘Pal Joey’ with Gene
Kelly. Sinatra played the main role in the 1957 film, opposite Kim
Novak, and also sang the songs ‘Bewitched, Bothered and
Bewildered’, ‘I Didn’t Know What Time it Was’, ‘There’s a Small
Hotel’, ‘The Lady Is a Tramp’, and ‘My Funny Valentine’),
All My Tomorrows – composed by Jimmy Van Heusen, lyrics by
Sammy Cahn for the movie ‘A Hole in the Head’, 1959,
It’s All Right with Me by Cole Porter, for the Broadway musical
‘Can-Can’, 1953. Sinatra sang the song in the film version with
Shirley McLaine in 1960.
The performance concluded with encores:
I’ve Got You Under my Skin – by Cole Porter 1936, sung by
Virginia Bruce in the film ‘Born to Dance’ starring Eleanor Powell
– the song became a signature song for Frank Sinatra,
Fly Me to the Moon – by Bart Howard, 1954. Frank Sinatra’s
version in 1964 was closely linked with the Apollo missions to the
moon,
and a request for Witchcraft, a popular song from 1957 by Cy
Coleman, lyrics by Carolyn Leigh.
Dorian Mode, Colleen Spillane, Ken Vatcher, Kris Komorowski and Sam
Martin are top notch musicians and seasoned entertainers. They treated us
to an informative, extremely entertaining and enjoyable night of jazz. With
Nat King Cole and now Frank Sinatra under his belt, we can only wonder
who may be the next songster to get the Dorian Mode treatment.
[Review by Aileen and John Bolton]

Jazz Festivals February – May 2017
10 – 12 February

Port Fairy Jazz Festival
www.portfairyjazz.com.au

21 – 28 February

21st Clarence Jazz Festival
www.ccc.tas.gov.au
Ph (03) 6245 8638

24 – 26 February

Paynesville Music Festival, Vic
www.visitpaynesville.com.au

3 – 19 March

Adelaide Festival

www.adelaidefestival.com.au
10 – 12 March

Kiama Jazz & Blues Festival
www.kiamajazz.com

10 – 13 March

24th Inverloch Jazz Festival
www.inverlochjazzfestival.com
Ph (03) 5674 6086

13 – 17 April

Byron Bay Bluesfest
www.bluesfest.com.au

16 April

Jazz in the Vines,
Cambewarra Estate, North Nowra
www.shoalhavenjazz.com.au

5 – 7 May

30th Illawarra Autumn Jazz Fest
www.illawarrajazzclub.com

5 – 7 May

Generations in Jazz
www.generationsinjazz.com.au

13 – 15 May

Mt Barker Jazz & Heritage Festival
Ph (08) 8391 1789

24 – 27 May

Jazz in Paradise, Vanuatu
Ph 1300 665 737

26 – 28 May

Perth International Jazz Festival
www.perthinternationaljazzfestival.com.au

28 May - 7 June

Melbourne International Jazz Festival
www.melbournejazz.com

Jazz in the Pines – Norfolk Island 5-8 December 2016
Pam and I flew to Norfolk Island to attend their annual ‘Jazz in the Pines’
jazz festival for the first time. We booked a unit close to town which was
operated by a descendant of one of the original families that settled from
the Pitcairn Islands. The accommodation was reasonably priced and very
comfortable. A hire car was available on a daily basis at $20 per day. We
took a four day rental but were able to walk to most of the jazz venues.
Norfolk Island is quiet, peaceful, historical and scenic. It was our second
visit to the Island, the last being a square-dance function some 15 years
ago. For a friendly, peaceful break, Norfolk is well worth considering,
especially around December of course!
Six bands were programmed, four from Australia and two from New
Zealand.
From Australia they were The Di Bird Quartet (featuring Di Bird, Peter
Locke, Steve Airie and Steve Brien); The Jazz Factory (featuring Brett
Iggulden, Greg Garrett, Richard Stevens, Geoff Speed, and Rod Andrew);
Dr Don’s Double Dose (featuring Don Hopkins and Tim Bradley); and
Pearl Noire.
New Zealand was represented by Mike Garner’s Bay City Ramblers and
the Andrew London Trio.
Monday night was held in the Rawson Hall in the middle of town and was
opened by the Di Bird Quartet, followed by Mike Garner’s Bay City
Ramblers and the Andrew London Trio

Tuesday evening was at the same venue, with a two-course dinner
included, and featured The Jazz Factory, Dr Don’s Double Dose, and lastly
Pearl Noire who was backed by Dr Don’s Double Dose. Pearl was her
usual irreverent outrageous self, and melded so well with Dr Don.
Wednesday was a daytime outdoor concert and fish-fry at Emily Bay. Pam
and I didn’t attend this concert, but did spend a couple of hours at the
beach, where we were able to hear the music and take in a swim also! All
bands participated that day.
In the evening Pam and I attended one of the Island’s famed progressive
dinners.

Thursday was the big finale with all bands again participating. This was
held outdoors on a private property ‘Under the Banyan Tree’ including a
barbecue meal. The banyan tree is massive and reputed to cover about an
acre. Unfortunately, after a week of glorious sunshine, the weather turned
cold and drizzly and the night finished early with a couple of bands unable
to play.
There was a jazz pack ticket covering all concerts, but we opted for session
tickets. There were also private gigs around town.
All in all, a most enjoyable week.
George Pitt

From the Editor’s Desk
Margie and Tony Fullerton would like to thank all those who have wished
them ‘all the best’ over their last few months of ill health. We’re pleased to
be able to say that they’re both now on the mend.
The indomitable George Pitt finished up in hospital on New Year’s Eve
with acute appendicitis. Thankfully George is now well along the road to
recovery, as evidenced by his appearance on the dance floor at the January
gig. Well done George!
We notice also with pleasure that Aileen Walsh is now firmly back on deck
after fracturing her pelvis last year.
There can be little doubt that members of the Jazz Club are a hardy bunch!
It’s always a great pleasure to welcome new members to the Jazz Club. The
latest inductee is James Worley from Wallagoot. A sincere welcome James
– we hope you will enjoy what the club has to offer.
Congratulations to long time DSJC member Lesley Goulding and son Craig
Miller, also a member, shown here celebrating their winning raffle ticket at
the Jazz Pack’s gig in October:

The 71st Australian Jazz Convention held at Ballarat,
Victoria from 26-31 December 2016
Bob Porter took part in the 2016 Australian Jazz Convention. He kindly
provided the following commentary:
Ballarat is a wonderful place for a Convention. The splendour of the
goldfields days is still evident and in the unlikely event that the music
becomes humdrum one can visually feast on the antiques and artisan craft
of yesteryear in the rooms of the old pubs where it happens – venues like
The George Hotel, The Craig’s Royal Hotel, The Mining Exchange etc.
There were 11 venues, operating from 10am to 11pm each day, all within a
short stroll of each other. A couple of blackboard venues were mostly in
use as well. In addition to jazz performances, the Festival included a piano
recital and workshops. I discovered that if one is actually playing at the
Miners Tavern (the night owl spot) after hours the $7-to $9 charge for the
Shiraz is not levied. So two nights to 2.00am with daytime naps to repair!
Highlights for me were the Bruce Gourlay sets with Paul Furniss, both of
whom were in the top original tunes winners. I also had a couple of great
sessions with Des Camm. Ken Hill on trumpet for a couple of my bands had
a heart fibrillation which meant I was scrambling for musos. One of those
events that had a silver lining however – at the very last moment I was
joined by a top trombone and arguably the best pianist there in Chris
Newman from the U.K. Two great sets. Ken only missed one day. As a
result of clean living I was spared the flu virus that toppled quite a few the
last couple of days. They never learn!
The executive committee has determined that the venue and time for the
72nd Australian Jazz Convention in December 2017 will be the same as for
2016. There are some rumblings about this and the way the Committee
thinks the Convention may never leave Ballarat. I’m trying to change this
and to get it early in January rather than smack on the family time between
Christmas and New Year. The change of venue will need some robust
argument as well. For anyone wanting more information and pictures there
is a website on Facebook.
[Bob Porter]

THE DOWN SOUTH JAZZ CLUB COMMITTEE 2016-2017
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Disclaimer:
Opinions expressed in this newsletter by the editors,
reviewers and other contributors are entirely their own and not necessarily
those of the Down South Jazz Club.
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